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Abstract 

Chromosomal rearrangement polymorphisms are common and increasingly found to be associated with 

adaptive ecological divergence and speciation.  Rearrangements, such as inversions, reduce 

recombination in heterozygous individuals and thus can protect favorable allelic combinations at linked 

loci, facilitating their spread in the presence of gene flow. Recently, we identified a chromosomal 

inversion polymorphism that contributes to ecological adaptation and reproductive isolation between 

annual and perennial ecotypes of the yellow monkeyflower, Mimulus guttatus. Here we evaluate the 

population genetic structure of this inverted region in comparison with the collinear regions of the 

genome across the M. guttatus species complex. We tested whether annual and perennial M. guttatus 

exhibit different patterns of divergence for loci in the inverted and noninverted regions of the genome. 

We then evaluated whether there are contrasting climate associations with these genomic regions through 

redundancy analysis. We found that the inversion exhibits broadly different patterns of divergence among 

annual and perennial M. guttatus and is associated with environmental variation across population 

accessions.  This study is the first widespread population genetic survey of the diversity of the M. guttatus 

species complex. Our findings contribute to a greater understanding of morphological, ecological, and 

genetic evolutionary divergence across this highly diverse group of closely related ecotypes and species. 

Finally, understanding species relationships among M. guttatus sp. has hitherto been stymied by 

accumulated evidence of substantial gene flow among populations as well as designated species.  

Nevertheless, our results shed light on these relationships and provide insight into adaptation in life 

history traits within the complex. 

 

Introduction 

Chromosomal rearrangements are commonly revealed in interspecific and interpopulation comparisons 

and may play a major role in the processes of local adaptation and speciation (Dobzhansky 1951, 1970; 

Lewis 1953; Stebbins 1958; White 1978; King 1993). Polymorphic chromosomal rearrangements, such as 

inversions, are frequently found to be clinally associated with major environmental gradients 

(Dobzhansky 1951; Krimbas & Powell 1992; Umina et al. 2005; Ayala et al. 2011, 2012) and functional 

adaptive variation, such as in butterflies (Joron et al. 2011; Jones et al. 2012a), fish (Jones et al. 2012b), 

mosquitoes (Ayala et al. 2011, 2012), and plants (Lowry & Willis 2010). Multiple theoretical models 
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have addressed the question of how chromosomal inversions contribute to adaptive evolution (Rieseberg 

2001; Kirkpatrick & Barton 2006; Hoffmann & Rieseberg 2008; Feder & Nosil 2009; Kirkpatrick 2010; 

Joron et al. 2011; Kirkpatrick & Kern 2012). One key element of most inversion models is heavy 

suppression of meiotic recombination in heterozygotes, which may facilitate the capture of locally 

adaptive alleles across multiple linked loci and allow the inversion to spread through a local population 

(Dobzhansky 1970; Kirkpatrick & Barton 2006; Kirkpatrick 2010). Suppression of recombination within 

inversions can also lead to greater differentiation within an inverted region relative to collinear regions 

across the rest of the genome (Kolaczkowski et al. 2011; Cheng et al. 2012).  

 

Recently, Lowry & Willis (2010) identified a large chromosome inversion polymorphism (DIV1) that 

contributes to local adaptation, reproductive isolation, and life history divergence between annual and 

perennial populations of the yellow monkeyflower, Mimulus gutattus. Perennial populations of M. 

guttatus occur in habitats with year round soil moisture, such as streams, wet grasslands, and coastal 

seeps. These robust perennial plants produce stolons or rhizomes and flower during the summer months. 

Annual M. guttatus populations occur in drier habitats and the diminutive plants typically die when soil 

moisture availability is reduced during the summer. As a result, annual M. guttatus populations flower 

earlier in the season than perennial populations to escape from the summer drought (Vickery 1978; Dole 

1992; Hall & Willis 2006; Lowry et al. 2008). Reciprocal transplant experiments have demonstrated that 

the morphological and flowering time differences between annual and perennial M. guttatus are locally 

adaptive (Hall & Willis 2006; Lowry et al. 2008; Lowry & Willis 2010).  

 

Genetic mapping has revealed that for each of numerous morphological and life history trait differences 

between annual and perennial ecotypes of M. guttatus there is a major Quantitative Trait Locus (QTL) 

that co-localizes with the DIV1 inversion region of chromosome 8 (Hall et al. 2006; Lowry & Willis 

2010), which recent mapping efforts have identified as ~ 6 Mb in length (Friedman, unpublished data). To 

test whether the DIV1 inversion is involved in local adaptation, Lowry & Willis (2010) reciprocally 

introgressed alternative chromosomal variants into the annual and perennial genetic backgrounds and 

planted them along with controls in a reciprocal transplant design. This experiment demonstrated that the 

DIV1 inversion polymorphism contributes to local adaptation and ecological reproductive isolation in the 

wild between the annual and perennial populations. Unlike inversion polymorphism in many other 

species, the distribution of the DIV1 inversion is not clinal, but instead appears to be locally distributed in 

a mosaic between the respective habitats of annual and perennial populations (Lowry & Willis 2010).  
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Despite their morphological and life-history differences, earlier studies have not found clear 

differentiation between annual and perennial M. guttatus for a variety of nuclear markers scattered across 

the genome (Sweigart & Willis 2003, Modliszewski & Willis 2012, Brandvain et al. in press), although 

STRUCTURE analysis of a limited sampling of perennials from the Pacific coast of California and 

Oregon found that they mainly clustered separately from inland annuals (Lowry et al. 2008). If the DIV1 

inversion arose recently and swept to fixation in one ecotype (e.g., annuals) as suggested by mapping 

experiments in Lowry & Willis (2010), markers located within the inversion might exhibit reduced 

diversity within that ecotype as well as substantially greater differentiation between annuals and 

perennials than markers not associated with the inversion. Such a pattern might also result if the DIV1 

inversion serves as a reproductive barrier across a wider sampling of M. guttatus annuals and perennials 

than hitherto examined (Lowry & Willis 2010).   

 

Here, we undertake the first comparative analysis of the patterns of divergence for markers associated 

within the DIV1 inversion vs. markers distributed throughout the genome for a broad sampling of the M. 

guttatus species complex. We use population genetic methods, including estimates of genetic indices and 

clustering algorithms, to address the following questions: 1) Do we find, as have earlier studies, that 

annual and perennial M. guttatus fail to differentiate for markers located within the inversion?  2) By 

contrast, is there differentiation between annual and perennial M. guttatus for the markers located within 

the inversion? 3) Is the pattern of divergence for the inversion markers different from the overall pattern 

of shared genetic variation in the M. guttatus species complex as a whole? 4) What is the magnitude of 

genetic, climatic, and morphological differentiation across the M. guttatus species complex? And 5) Is 

there an association between variation in the inverted vs. noninverted markers and climatic variation 

within M. guttatus? Addressing these questions will provide the first large-scale survey of genetic 

diversity and differentiation within a species complex that has become increasingly valuable for 

uncovering genetic basis of adaptation and divergence, and examine whether a recently identified 

chromosomal inversion is divergent across a much broader sample of annual and perennial accessions in 

this highly diverse species complex. 
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Materials and Methods 

Sampling of the Mimulus guttatus species complex 

The M. guttatus complex is a highly diverse group of interfertile populations, ecotypes, and species that 

are distributed over a broad latitudinal and altitudinal range across western North America, and occur in a 

variety of habitats including alpine meadows, thermal springs, salt spray zones, granite outcrops, and 

serpentine soils (Vickery 1978; Ritland & Ritland 1989; Wu et al. 2008; Nesom 2012). M. guttatus is the 

most widespread species in the complex and has a mixed mating system (Grant 1924; Hall et al. 2006; 

van Kleunen 2007; Lowry et al. 2008).  There are also multiple other geographically restricted obligate 

selfers and edaphic endemics within the species complex (Kiang & Hamrick 1978; Fenster & Ritland 

1994; Dudash & Carr 1998; Gardner & Macnair 2000; Sweigart & Willis 2003; Wright et al. 2013), with 

the bulk of the diversity located within the California Floristic Province (Grant 1924; Hitchcock et al. 

1959; Vickery 1978).  

 

Characterizing genetic variation across a broad swathe of phenotypic diversity requires careful 

consideration of the sampling regime. Prior molecular work suggests that gene flow within the Mimulus 

guttatus sp. complex is common (Sweigart & Willis 2003; Modliszewski & Willis, 2012), which means 

that populations are unlikely to be regionally monophyletic.  A scattered sampling design is less likely to 

produce biased estimates of population parameters than pooling multiple individuals from a few 

populations (Städler et al. 2009; Chikhi et al. 2010; Kalinowski 2011), and may also avoid biasing 

clustering algorithms (Kalinowski 2011). Thus, we sampled 1 individual per accession for a total of 120 

accessions distributed across western North America, comprising populations from Alaska, British 

Columbia, Washington, Oregon, California, Colorado, Nevada, Idaho, and Arizona (Supplementary Table 

1). The majority of populations sampled (N=83) were of M. guttatus, the most geographically widespread 

and ecologically diverse species within the complex; this included 38 annual and 45 perennial M. guttatus 

populations. We note that designation of annual and perennial status is based on collective observations in 

the field and may be imperfect.  The remaining samples comprise eight other species that generally 

occupy more restricted ranges and narrower ecological niches than M. guttatus. These include the annuals 

M. arvensis, M. cupriphilus, M. laciniatus, M. micranthus, M. nasutus, M. nudatus and M. pardalis, as 

well as the perennial M. tilingii.   
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M. nudatus, an edaphic endemic with woody stems, narrow leaves and large corollas, which is restricted 

to the serpentine soil of Lake and Napa Counties, California, is the only annual that is primarily 

outcrossing.  M. laciniatus, M. micranthus and M. nasutus are all primarily selfing with cleistogamous 

flowers. M. laciniatus has dissected, lobular leaves and is restricted to exposed granite outcrops in the 

Sierra Nevada foothills, while M. micranthus has tiny flowers and occurs only in the coastal range of 

central California. M. nasutus is distributed across western North America, co-occurs with M. guttatus in 

streambeds and seeps and is distinguished by its quadrangular stem, its unusually small corolla and a 

peculiarly shaped calyx. M. pardalis, another serpentine endemic restricted to the Sierra Nevada foothills, 

is primarily selfing but without cleistogamous flowers. M. arvensis, which we believe to be misidentified 

as M. platycalyx in many recent papers (Ritland & Ritland 1989; Sweigart et al. 2003; Wu et al. 2008; 

Guy Nesom, pers. comm.), is distinguished by its short, even-sized and open calyx lobes, is patchily 

distributed across western North America, and occurs in stream beds, often simultaneously with perennial 

M. guttatus (Nesom 2012). Also primarily selfing but with plesiogamous flowers, M. cupriphilus is an 

edaphic endemic tolerant of high concentrations of copper in mine tailings, and occurs at copper mine 

sites in the Sierra Nevada foothills of California (Wright et al. 2013). M. tilingii, a sister species of M. 

guttatus (Vickery 1978; Beardsley & Olmstead 2002), is restricted to high elevations (2,000+ m) in 

California and Colorado, and has a distinctive pincushion-like vegetative growth with radially-arranged 

flowers.  

 

DNA extraction and genetic markers 

Tissue was collected from each individual and stored in 96-well plates at -80º C. Genomic DNA was later 

extracted using a modified hexadecyl trimethyl-ammonium bromide chloroform extraction protocol 

(Kelly & Willis 1998). Sixteen codominant markers, including 1 microsatellite (AAT217; Kelly & Willis 

1998) and 15 MgSTS markers, were selected for genetic analyses. The MgSTS markers are intron-length 

polymorphic markers developed by screening cDNA libraries of M. guttatus floral bud tissue. Flanking 

exon primers of intron sequences were developed (Willis, Vision, and Deitrich, unpublished) and are 

publically available on www.mimulusevolution.org.  All of the markers used here have been physically 

mapped to linkage groups via ongoing mapping studies (e.g., Fishman et al. 2001, Sweigart et al. 2006); 8 

markers are distributed throughout the M. guttatus genome and the remaining 8 are located within the 

chromosomal inversion identified by Lowry and Willis (2010) (see Table S2 for primer sequences and 

genomic positions of microsatellite and MgSTS markers). 
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MgSTS markers were amplified using standard touchdown PCR protocols, as described in Sweigart et al. 

(2006).  Microsatellites were amplified using reaction conditions given in Kelly and Willis (1998).  

Labeled products were subjected to electrophoresis and fragment analysis on an ABI 3730xI DNA 

Analyzer. Size of the amplified fragments was scored automatically by the program GENEMARKER 

(SoftGenetics, 2005, State College, PA) and was confirmed by eye.  The markers used in our analyses 

have been utilized in multiple QTL mapping studies of several species within the complex (rendering null 

alleles an unlikely problem); we have included a supplementary table with our missing data (Table S3).  

 

Genetic analyses 

To compare patterns of differentiation between genomic regions (i.e., the inverted region vs. the 

remaining genome) and provide a visualization of structure between accessions across the species 

complex and we used a Bayesian clustering algorithm implemented in STRUCTURE v. 2.3.3 (Pritchard 

et al. 2000). STRUCTURE attempts to assign individuals to clusters (K) that are in Hardy-Weinberg and 

linkage equilibrium, assigning each K a log probability given the data (Pr(X|K)). When a lack of HWE is 

detected, STRUCTURE infers that K+1 is a better fit to the data. While we cannot assume that the loci 

included in our analyses are evolving neutrally, our scattered sampling design provides the closest 

possible approximation of a panmictic population. 

 

To assess whether linkage between markers within the inversion might affect our analyses, we conducted 

a series of runs that included the distances (previously determined by mapping experiments (Lowry & 

Willis 2010) between the markers in the inversion. We found that adding distance did not affect the 

likelihood of the data for any analyses. For this reason, and because some accessions are polymorphic for 

marker order (Lowry & Willis 2010), we did not include prior information for marker distance in the 

STRUCTURE analyses reported here. We also did not include a priori knowledge of taxonomic 

assignment or geography in the STRUCTURE analysis. 

 

We ran STRUCTURE 10 times each for K-values ranging from 2 to 10 for both the inversion and non-

inversion markers. In all analyses we used the admixture model with independent allele frequencies 

among populations, λ = 1, and an MCMC with a 200,000 step burn-in and 200,000 steps for estimating 

parameters. Evidence suggests that gene flow is widespread (Sweigart & Willis 2003, Modliszewski & 
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Willis 2012). High levels of admixture may produce misleading results when determining the most 

probable levels of structure (K) within a population, especially with the Evanno method (Evanno et al. 

2005, Waples & Gaggiotti 2006).  We rely on a Wilcoxon signed-rank test to determine the K for each set 

of markers (Nordborg et al. 2005), such that an increase in likelihood for K + 1 was not significant.  We 

note that we rely on STRUCTURE primarily for comparative purposes (for example, to compare markers 

from two different genomic regions) and are not interested in K per se.  We used Harvester to visualize 

our STRUCTURE output (Earl & van Holdt 2011), combined the results of multiple runs with CLUMPP 

1.1.2 (Jakobsson & Rosenberg 2007) and visualized the combined data using DISTRUCT 1.1 (Rosenberg 

2004). Finally, we examined whether divergence in the inverted and noninverted region was associated 

with increasing geographic distance with a Mantel test in GENEPOP 4.2 (Raymond & Rousset 1995, 

Rousset 2008). 

 

Further, we compared patterns of divergence within the inverted and non-inverted regions of the genome 

by calculating several genetic indices, including: number of alleles (Na), observed heterozygosity (Ho), 

expected heterozygosity (He), and the inbreeding coefficient (FIS). We calculated these indices for annual 

and perennial M. guttatus as well as for species represented by multiple accessions (M. arvensis, M. 

laciniatus, M. nasutus, and M. tilingii) using the program GenAlEx v.6 (Peakall & Smouse 2006). We 

also calculated FST as part of an AMOVA with Arlequin 3.5 (Excoffier & Lischer 2010) to contrast the 

extent of divergence between annuals and perennials and among species within and outside the inversion.  

 

Phenotypic and Environmental Data 

In addition to characterizing genomic variation, we sought to characterize the range of both climatic and 

morphological variation contained within the M. guttatus sp. complex. We compiled environmental data 

for each geo-referenced accession included in our study by extracting a total of 19 WorldClim climatic 

variables (Hijmans et al. 2005) for each location of origin using ArcGIS (Esri, Redlands, California, 

USA); we combined these variables to characterize the environmental range of M. guttatus sp. To 

characterize phenotypic variation, we grew a representative of each of the individual accessions included 

in this study in climate-controlled growth chambers under 16-hour days at 21°C, 8-hour nights at 16°C, 

and 30% relative humidity in 2.5-inch square pots in the Duke University greenhouses. All populations 

were selfed at least once in the greenhouse after field collection prior to inclusion in our study to control 

for maternal effects. We recorded the number of days until flowering post germination (forthwith 
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‘flowering time’), length of the second internode, length and width of the first leaf, length and width of 

the first flower, diameter between first and second true leaves, number of leaf pairs upon flowering, and 

the presence or absence of anthocyanin calyx spots. We utilized principal components to reduce the 

dimensionality of the quantitative phenotypic and environmental data and then visualized the distribution 

of variation across the complex using ordination plots of the first and second principal components (PC1 

and PC2).  Several authors have noted that annual and perennial forms of M. guttatus may differ 

morphologically (Grant 1924; Vickery 1974; van Kleunen 2007; Nesom 2012). We tested for differences 

between annual and perennial M. guttatus by performing a MANOVA on the principal components of our 

morphological data. We also tested whether these accessions differed in the presence of calyx spotting 

with a Fisher exact test. 

 

Redundancy analysis (RDA) is an extension of multivariate linear regression that performs constrained 

ordination between two matrices, seeking linear combinations of explanatory variables in one matrix that 

are correlated with linear combinations of response variables in the other matrix (Hair et al. 1998; 

Legendre et al. 2011). RDA and related constrained ordination methods have been employed extensively 

in the field of community ecology, where they are used to find associations between environmental data 

and ranges of multiple species (Legendre & Legendre 1998).  We used RDA to determine whether 

climatic and spatial variation (the explanatory variables) can be said to explain significant portions of 

genomic variation (the response variables)  (Ayala et al. 2011; Lasky et al. 2012).  In our case, the 

explanatory variables are the WorldClim data as well as the elevation, latitude, and longitude of each 

accession, while the response variables are allele frequency data for the inverted and noninverted 

microsatellite markers.  RDA also enables us to control for the effects of geographic population structure 

by removing the effects of latitude and longitude and performing constrained ordination on the residual 

variation (partial RDA).  

 

To avoid over-parameterizing, a problem that arises when explanatory variables (i.e., the WorldClim 

variables) exhibit substantial inter-variable correlation, we narrowed our search among the climatic 

variables by first performing a full RDA with stepwise forward addition of the WorldClim explanatory 

variables and assessing their significance using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). We retained any 

climatic variables that explained significant portions of genomic variation, after discarding any that were 

directly correlated to another variable (see Results). The remaining climate variables were combined with 

the latitude, longitude, elevation, and annual/perennial status of each accession and tested for correlations 
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with variation in the inverted and noninverted markers. We also performed partial RDA for both sets of 

markers after removing the effects of latitude and longitude to control for spatially derived population 

structure. We determined the individual significance of each explanatory variable using the ‘marginal’ 

testing method, which tests the effect of each term by removing it from a model that includes all of the 

terms (Legendre et al. 2011).  We performed a similar analysis of associations between morphological 

and flowering time data and inversion and noninversion variation (see Supplementary Online material). 

RDA with AIC was implemented with the ‘rda’ and ‘ordistep’ modules in ‘vegan’ (Oksanen et al. 2013), 

and significance of explanatory variables determined via ‘margin,’ with a minimum of 1,000 

permutations.  All statistical analyses were performed in R 12.15.0. 

 

Results 

Genetic divergence 

Several distinct patterns emerge from the STRUCTURE analysis of the non-inversion markers.  The first 

is that there is no evidence that annual and perennial ecotypes of M. guttatus form separate groups. 

Instead, variation in the non-inversion markers is principally structured geographically (Fig.1). At  K = 8, 

the most likely K for the noninversion markers, three major groups emerge. One is comprised of northern 

annual and perennial accessions from British Columbia, Washington, and Oregon. The other two are 

largely confined to California. One cluster is shared broadly across annual and perennial accessions, while 

the other is comprised of several annual accessions and a few coastal perennials. The second major 

pattern exhibited by the non-inverted markers is that M. guttatus is extremely variable, with multiple K 

segregating across the 83 accessions. By contrast, the predominantly selfing taxa (M. arvensis, M. 

cupriphilus, M. laciniatus, M. micranthus, M. nasutus and M. pardalis) are considerably less variable.  

Third, M. guttatus accessions harbor, at low frequency, variation that co-occurs in all of the other species: 

M. arvensis, M. cupriphilus, M. laciniatus, M. micranthus, M. nasutus, M. nudatus, M. pardalis, and M. 

tilingii.  Additionally, the cluster that is largely composed of M. nasutus contains variation that segregates 

at low frequency in northern annual M. guttatus accessions. Fourth, M. nasutus and M. laciniatus, which 

are predominantly selfing, emerge distinct from each other at K=4, and isolated from the rest of the 

complex at K=5, while the selfing annual M. pardalis emerges separate from both and clusters with M. 

cupriphilus for K=2 to K=7. The latter finding supports Nesom (2012), who has argued that they are the 

same species (M. pardalis).  Finally, the perennial M. tilingii clusters together with alpine perennial M. 

guttatus from Colorado. 
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The pattern of emergence and divergence of other complex members differs somewhat in a STRUCTURE 

analysis of the inverted markers vs. the noninverted markers (Fig. 2). M. laciniatus and M. nasutus never 

fully differentiate from one another or from M. tilingii in the STRUCTURE analysis of the inverted 

markers, while they are distinct as early as K=4 for the noninverted markers. The other taxa (M. 

cupriphilus, M. pardalis, M. nudatus, M. micranthus and M. pardalis) largely cluster with annual M. 

guttatus for the inverted markers, as they did for the whole-genome markers. It is difficult to tell whether 

M. tilingii clusters more with the annuals or the perennials for the inverted markers, however, as it 

appears to harbor variation segregating within both. 

 

The inverted markers also reveal a very different pattern of differentiation within M. guttatus itself. While 

the primary axis of divergence for the noninversion markers is spatial, the inversion markers within M. 

guttatus cluster along a marked annual/perennial divide. Annual M. guttatus are nearly entirely distinct 

from perennial M. guttatus, although a few annual and perennial M. guttatus from California share some 

variation. Coastal perennials from California and Oregon cluster together. In general, perennial M. 

guttatus appear to be nearly distinct from annual M. guttatus and the other annual taxa, which share 

considerable variation and are altogether are more diverse for this region than the perennials. 

 

Annual and perennial M. guttatus do not differ significantly in number of alleles (Na) or expected 

heterozygosity (He) for the inverted markers (Table 1; see Table S4 for indices of individual loci). The 

inverted markers exhibit significantly reduced expected heterozygosity (He) than the noninverted markers 

for a few of the intraspecific comparisons (Table 1, highlighted in bold), but most intraspecific 

comparisons have overlapping confidence intervals. While genetic differentiation between annual and 

perennial M. guttatus accessions is low overall, it is elevated within the DIV1 inverted region (FST of 

0.061, 95% CI = 0.030–0.097) in comparison to the non-inverted region (FST of 0.020, 95% CI = 0.012-

0.028) (Table 2) (see Supporting Online information for individual marker diversity and FST). We 

detected a weak signal of  

isolation-by-distance among annual and perennial M. guttatus for the noninversion markers (annuals r2 = 

0.080, P < 0.001; perennials r2 = 0.080; P = 0.017), but only among annuals for the inversion markers 

(annuals r2 = 0.100, P = 0.004; perennials r2 = 0.072, P = 0.074). There was no evidence of isolation by 

distance among all M. guttatus accessions (including annuals and perennials) for either the inversion or 

noninversion markers (inversion r2 = 0.001, P = 0.302; noninversion r2 =  0.048, P = 0.115), although 
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there was a weak signal across the complex as a whole, which includes several taxa with restricted ranges 

(inversion r2 =  0.065, P < 0.001; noninversion r2 =  0.052, P < 0.001).  Pairwise species divergence (i.e., 

FST) between M. guttatus and other members of the complex was lower than pairwise differences among 

the remaining complex species (Table 3). 

Differentiation between species is also slightly pronounced within the inversion (FST of  0.198, 95% CI = 

0.151–0.247) vs. the noninversion (FST of 0.175, 95% CI = 0.109-0.238), but not significantly so (Table 

2). Selfing taxa (M. arvensis, M. laciniatus, and M. nasutus) exhibited less genetic diversity than 

outcrossing taxa (M. guttatus and M. tilingii) and the difference in diversity between the inversion and 

noninversion markers was starker for the outcrossing taxa (Table 1).   

 

Phenotypic Variation 

The first three principal components cumulatively summarize 89.5% of the variation in the environmental 

variables and 84.6% of the variation in the morphological traits for M. guttatus sp. All but one 

environmental variable (temperature seasonality) had moderately high loadings on the first and second 

principal components (climate PC1), with temperature loading positively and all but one of the 

precipitation variables loading negatively on PC1 (Table 4). This indicates that climate PC1 and PC2 

summarize important variation in temperature and precipitation. All morphological traits, except distance 

between 1st and 2nd internodes, had positive and high loadings on the first principal component 

(morphological PC1) indicating that size and growth rate are the primary axes of variation captured by 

our grow-out experiment.   

 

Plots of the first and second principal components from the climatic and morphological data illustrate the 

distribution of climatic and morphological variation within the complex.  Not surprisingly, M. guttatus 

occupies a wider range of environmental conditions and exhibits greater morphological variation than any 

other member of the M. guttatus sp. complex. Within M. guttatus, there is considerable overlap between 

perennials and annuals in both climatic and morphological space, however, the perennials occupy a wider 

range of climatic conditions and exhibit more extreme morphological phenotypes than annuals (Fig. 

3A,B). Annual and perennial M. guttatus differ significantly for both sets of variables (MANOVA of 3 

climate PCs: F1,78 = 7.00, Wilks’ λ = 0.7878, P < 0.001; MANOVA of 3 morphology PCs: F1,67 = 8.89, 

Wilks’ λ = 0.71533, P « 0.001).  While a lack of anthocyanin calyx spotting was the norm for M. 

guttatus, spotting was observed more on annual than perennial M. guttatus (annuals = 16, perennials = 5; 
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Fisher exact test, P = 0.015).  For the complex as a whole, perennial M. guttatus overlap considerably in 

climate space with the other major perennial species in the complex, M. tilingii, while the annual selfers, 

in particular M. laciniatus and M. nasutus, are clustered with the annual M. guttatus. By contrast with 

their climatic range, M. nasutus, M. laciniatus, and M. tilingii occupy a much narrower portion of 

morphological space.  

 

Redundancy Analyses 

Stepwise forward addition of climatic variables with AIC identified 6 environmental variables associated 

with variation in the inversion markers and 5 associated with the noninversion markers (Supplementary 

Table 5) for M. guttatus. To avoid overparameterizing, we discarded temperature annual range, because it 

is correlated with minimum temperature of the coldest month, another variable identified for inclusion in 

our analyses.  

 

Annual/perennial life history was associated with nearly twice as much variation in the inversion markers 

(R2 = 22.04%, P = 0.001) than in the noninversion markers (R2 = 13.70%, P = 0.001)). Neither latitude, 

longitude, nor elevation exhibited a significant correlation with variation in the inversion or the 

noninversion markers. Two climatic variables (mean temperature of the coldest quarter and minimum 

temperature of the coldst month) exhibited significant association with variation in the whole-genome 

markers in a full RDA, and remained significant after controlling for geographic distance (i.e., latitude 

and longitude) (Table 5). By contrast, three variables, all related to water availability, showed significant 

association with inversion variation: mean temperature of the driest quarter, precipitation of the driest 

quarter, and precipitation of the wettest month (Table 5).  

 

Plots of the climatic variables associated with whole-genome variation in M. guttatus, with 

STRUCTURE-derived K superimposed, shed light on factors driving these associations (Fig. 4A,B).  For 

example, STRUCTURE has identified the M. guttatus annual accessions occurring in the California 

Central Valley region, which exhibits considerably higher mean temperatures than other sampling 

localities, as one cluster.   Other clusters comprising perennial M. guttatus are associated with colder 

regions, such as Colorado and Idaho, which cluster together with perennials distributed across range of M. 

guttatus in colder climates.  
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Higher levels of precipitation are similarly associated with perennial inversion clusters of M. guttatus 

from British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Colorado (colors blue and dark green), while 

lower levels are associated with clusters comprised of perennials and annuals from California (colors red 

and light green) (Fig. 4C,D).  The association between temperatures during the driest quarter and 

inversion variation is likely driven by accessions from Idaho, Nevada and Colorado (Fig. 4E)  

 

Discussion 

Chromosomal inversions are now well known to be involved in adaptive divergence and the formation of 

new species (Dobzhansky 1951, 1970; Noor et al. 2001; Rieseberg 2001; Hoffman & Rieseberg 2008; 

Kirkpatrick 2010; Kirkpatrick & Kern 2012). Recent studies have found that there is elevated 

differentiation between opposite chromosomal inversion orientations in Drosophila (Kolaczkowski et al. 

2011) and Anopheles mosquitoes (Cheng et al. 2012). Here, we evaluated whether there is evidence for 

elevated levels of population genetic structure across the M. guttatus species complex for the DIV1 

inversion, a geographically widespread chromosomal inversion known to play a major role in adaptive 

divergence between wet coastal perennial populations and dry inland annual populations (Lowry & Willis 

2010). The DIV1 chromosomal inversion contributes to divergence in many traits, including locally 

adaptive flowering time and the perennial/annual life history transition (Lowry & Willis 2010).  The scale 

of our study, which combines genomic, climatic, and morphological data for 120 accessions, enables us to 

test whether a broader sample of annual and perennial M. guttatus are differentiated in the chromosomal 

inversion (DIV1) region, which has been linked to adaptive divergence between annuals and perennials. 

 

Population structure and inversion variation 

M. guttatus is the only species of the complex that occurs in both annual and perennial forms, and the 

morphological differences of populations with different life-histories have occasionally been split into 

separate species (Grant 1924; Pennell 1951; Nesom 2012). However, published gene trees show M. 

guttatus to be a polytomy of annuals and perennials (Sweigart & Willis 2003, Modliszewski & Willis 

2012, Brandvain et al. in press). Our results, which comprise a much larger sample of the complex, 

similarly emphasize a lack of divergence along the annual/perennial divide for most of the genome. The 

STRUCTURE analysis of the noninverted markers indicates a clear role for geography in structuring 

genetic variation within M. guttatus and reveals no distinct annual/perennial groups.  By contrast, a 

STRUCTURE analysis of the inverted markers finds that annuals and perennials separate into mostly 
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distinct clusters. Genetic divergence between annuals and perennials (as measured by FST) is slightly 

higher for the inversion markers than the noninversion markers, although still low. The STRUCTURE 

results further suggest that there is less diversity for the inversion markers in perennial than annual M. 

guttatus. As early as K=4, perennials separate into two major clusters (roughly corresponding to northern 

and southern groups) for the inversion, while the annuals are more evenly distributed across several 

clusters. Genetic indices, such as the number of alleles and expected heterozygosity also indicate 

somewhat reduced diversity within perennials, although not significantly so. This is in contrast to the 

STRUCTURE results and the expected heterozygosity for the non-inversion markers, for which annual 

and perennial M. guttatus are equally diverse.  More data (e.g., more microsatellite loci and/or genomic 

sequence data) are needed to confirm this pattern.  If this pattern holds true with more data, it might 

suggest that the perennial form of the inversion is derived. 

 

The STRUCTURE results indicate limited introgression for the inversion, as compared with the non-

inversion markers, affirming that it serves as a reproductive barrier between annuals and perennials. 

Interestingly, earlier crossing studies involving 14 perennial and 8 annual populations—ranging from 

British Columbia to southern California, and as far east as Wyoming—found a perfect association 

between annual/perennial life history and marker order within the DIV1 inversion. This led the authors to 

suggest that the inversion was a fixed difference between annuals and perennials (Lowry & Willis 2010). 

If this fixed difference had arisen recently, perhaps by a sweep of the derived form in the perennials, we 

might expect to see dramatic reductions in expected heterozygosity in perennials as compared to annuals. 

This is not the pattern we see, however. Rather, we find only subtle differences in expected 

heterozygosity between perennials and annuals. There are several nonexclusive explanations for the 

pattern of inversion variation that we observe. First, our study relied on microsatellite markers, which 

evolve very rapidly. What appears to be shared variation due to introgression may instead be the result of 

convergent mutation (i.e., homoplasy) among microsatellite loci. With their high mutability, 

microsatellite markers are not ideal for precisely determining the origin and spread of the derived form of 

the inversion. Second, double-crossovers and gene conversion events during meiosis could lead to shared 

marker variation between the arrangements, and result in the pattern of limited shared variation between 

annuals and perennials for the inversion markers. An important caveat is that we currently have no direct 

evidence of the orientation of the inversion in the larger sample of the populations that we sampled here. 

Controlled crosses, as well as genomic sequence data, are needed to elucidate the orientation of the 

inversion across multiple populations and distinguish among these alternative hypotheses for history of 

emergence and spread of the DIV1 inverted region. 
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Ecological divergence of the M. guttatus species complex 

The M. guttatus species complex has long been notable for its wide variety of floral, vegetative, and life 

history characteristics, which occur over a wide range of habitats, including alpine meadows, hot springs, 

copper mine tailing, serpentine and granite outcrops, and the coastal salt spray zone (Wu et al. 2008). 

Previous studies have focused on understanding the population genetic relationships of a subset of this 

diversity (Sweigart et al. 2003; Lowry et al. 2008). Our study is the first attempt to expand population 

genetic analysis to a broader swath of the diversity of the species complex in conjunction with an analysis 

of morphological and environmental variation.  PCA of the WorldClim variables obtained for accessions 

included in this study emphasizes the broad climatic range occupied by the complex as a whole and by M. 

guttatus in particular, which occupies more of the climatic space encompassed by the PC1 and PC2 as the 

remaining complex members combined.  Perennial M. guttatus, in particular, occupy a vast range of 

climatic conditions.  We find considerable more differentiation in morphology than in climatic conditions 

for the complex, as other species (e.g., M. laciniatus, M. nasutus, and M. tilingii) occupy a narrower 

morphological than climatic space and are more morphologically than environmentally differentiated 

from M. guttatus.  

 

Seasonal variation in soil water availability, which varies geographically, is known to be an important 

selective pressure for M. guttatus populations (Kiang & Hamrick 1978; Hall & Willis 2006; Lowry et al. 

2008; Lowry & Willis 2010; Wu et al. 2010).  Our principal components results confirm this, and the 

redundancy analyses further suggest that adaptation to local climatic regimes, and particularly water and 

temperature stress, has shaped genomic variation in M. guttatus. Specifically, the associations between 

variation in the noninversion markers and climatic variables is likely a consequence of differential gene 

flow, such that populations adapted to similar climates experience greater pairwise introgression than 

those adapted to different climates. It is unlikely that noninversion markers sampled for this study are 

physically linked to loci underlying adaptation to water availability and temperature regime.   The 

association between inversion variation and temperature and precipitation is likely due both to adaptation 

within annuals and perennials as well as the differential effects of gene flow. Notably, while we found 

some evidence for isolation by distance within annuals and perennials, latitude and longitude (proxies for 

geographic distance) did not explain a significant portion of the variation in inversion or noninversion 

markers. This indicates that associations between climate and genomic variation are unlikely to be due to 

the retention of ancestral polymorphism by geographically proximate populations. Rather, climatic 
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variables linked to stressful conditions are important selective factors that have shaped the genomic 

landscape of M. guttatus. 

 

Understanding species relationships among M. guttatus sp. 

The highly divergent taxonomic treatments of the M. guttatus species complex, from four to more than 20 

species (Pennell 1951), emphasize the difficulty of confidently assigning species relationships to this 

morphologically diverse and complicated group. Our results suggest that even though considerable 

phenotypic differentiation exists between identifiable “species,” there also exists extensive shared neutral 

genetic variation across the complex, which may ultimately undermine any clear taxonomy of the group. 

This common genetic variation is likely the result of shared ancestral polymorphism or ongoing gene 

flow, which has occurred despite high levels of reproductive isolation (Lowry et al. 2008; Martin & 

Willis 2010) between members of the complex. Some regions of the genome, such as the DIV1 inversion 

region, do show some elevated differentiation among members of the complex, but are unlikely to reflect 

the genome at large.  

 

A recent taxonomy of M. guttatus and its relatives by Nesom (2012) splits the complex into many 

different species and hypothesizes a major division within M. guttatus between annual (Microphyllus 

group) and perennial (Guttatus group) species. We did find a trend toward larger size of morphological 

traits for M. guttatus perennials than in annuals. However, the overall low levels of population structure in 

our study between annual and perennial populations for markers across the genome do not support 

Nesom’s life history based division of the complex. Even for markers within the inversion, there appears 

to be shared variation between annual and perennial members of the complex, likely due to retention of 

ancestral variation and ongoing, if restricted, gene flow.  

 

Nesom (2012) argued that his hypothesized taxonomy of the species complex could be tested with a 

molecular phylogeny, but this is unlikely for two reasons. First and foremost, gene flow is widespread 

across the complex, and no phylogenetic methods currently exist which satisfactorily account for the 

confounding factor of hybridization (Eckert & Carstens 2008; Meng & Kubatko 2008; Liu et al. 2009), 

although one possible way forward is through new methods that evaluate population splits and mixtures 

in a tree-based framework (Pickrell & Pritchard 2012). Second, we have demonstrated convincingly that 
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different regions of the genome, particularly the inversion, experience different patterns of introgression 

and shared ancestry. Together, these features suggest that the difficulty inherent in resolving relationships 

among the diverse members of the M. guttatus species complex is not merely a technical problem, but 

instead reflects the true nature of the speciation process, whereby clear genome-wide divergence does not 

occur until well after species are first identifiable.  

 

Conclusion 

The scale of our study, with 120 independent population accessions grown simultaneously provides 

insight into the structuring of genetically based morphological and phenological variation across the M. 

guttatus species complex, better defines the climatic range and extent of morphological and genetic 

differentiation among previously identified taxonomic groups, and sheds light on the history of adaptation 

within M. guttatus sp. We demonstrate that a chromosomal inversion region, previously implicated in life 

history shifts and adaptation within a subset of annual and perennial M. guttatus, may be associated with 

ecological and life history divergence across a broader range of M. guttatus populations. Further evidence 

for this role is revealed by broadly different patterns of genetic structure within and outside of this 

inversion. We confirm the importance of water availability as a primary adaptive trait. Finally, we shed 

light on species relationships within the complex, and provide evidence that shifts between outcrossing 

and selfing, have likely occurred multiple times within the complex. 
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Table 1. Genetic diversity indices for members M. guttatus sp. complex within and outside of the DIV1 

inverted region, including for M. guttatus, M. guttatus annuals and perennials separately, and other 

species represented by more than one accession in our data set. Na = Number of alleles; He = expected 

heterozygosity; Ho = observed heterozygosity; FIS = inbreeding coefficient; Inv = inverted region; NI = 

non-inverted region.  Indices are given with standard error. Indices for which the inversion markers 

exhibit lower diversity than the noninversion markers are in bold. 

 

    Na (Inv) He (Inv)           Ho (Inv)           FIS (Inv) 

 

M. guttatus annuals  14.75 ± 2.08 0.850 ± 0.023 0.368 ± 0.029 0.570 ± 0.028 

M. guttatus perennials  13.12 ± 1.79 0.796 ± 0.034 0.300 ± 0.024 0.623 ± 0.025 

M. guttatus all accessions 19.38 ± 2.79 0.853 ± 0.023 0.332 ± 0.020 0.613 ± 0.017 

M. arvensis    1.50 ± 0.189 0.222 ± 0.084 0.000 ± 0.000  1.000 ± 0.000 

M. laciniatus    4.00 ± 0.655 0.545 ± 0.072 0.222 ± 0.047 0.562 ± 0.112 

M. nasutus    4.25 ± 0.313 0.480 ± 0.055 0.146 ± 0.049 0.662 ± 0.122 

M. tilingii    4.88 ± 0.666 0.694 ± 0.045 0.306 ± 0.098 0.575 ± 0.143

 

    Na (NI)     He (NI)    Ho (NI)    FIS (NI) 

 

M. guttatus annuals  20.12 ± 2.63 0.866 ± 0.045 0.408 ± 0.043 0.532 ± 0.041 

M. guttatus perennials  17.38 ± 2.74 0.821 ± 0.064 0.300 ± 0.045 0.641 ± 0.039 

M. guttatus all accessions 25.62 ± 3.74 0.855 ± 0.055 0.350 ± 0.040 0.595 ± 0.034 

M. arvensis    2.12 ± 0.398 0.354 ± 0.108 0.125 ± 0.088 0.691 ± 0.160  

M. laciniatus    4.62 ± 0.706 0.580 ± 0.090 0.154 ± 0.051 0.730 ± 0.077 

M. nasutus    4.62 ± 0.498 0.552 ± 0.061 0.202 ± 0.056 0.653 ± 0.071 

M. tilingii    7.12 ± 0.875 0.746 ± 0.058 0.361 ± 0.100 0.558 ± 0.120 
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Table 2 Genetic differentiation (FST ) and AMOVA within the inverted and non-inverted regions for 

annual vs. perennial M. guttatus and for species within the complex represented by more than one 

accession (M. laciniatus, M. nasutus, M. arvensis, and M. tilingii). * = p ≤ 0.01, ** = p ≤ 0.001 

 

Source      df  SS         Var. comp.         % 
variance  FST 

 

Inversion 

Among annual & perennial M. guttatus   1     20.6  0.211     6.07% 
 0.061** 

Within annuals & perennials   164             535.2  3.263    
93.93% 

Total      165  555.8  3.473   

  

Among species      4    95.0  0.767  19.78% 
 0.198* 

Within species     227  701.6  3.112  80.22% 

Total      231  796.6  3.879   

 

 

Noninversion 

Among annual & perennial M. guttatus   1        8.5   0.063     1.92% 
 0.020* 

Within annuals & perennials   164    530.8   3.237     
98.1% 

Total      165    539.3   

  

Among species      4    84.31  0.668    17.95% 
 0.175* 
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Within species     227  639.74  3.056    
82.05% 

Total      231  778.05     
  

 

 

 

Table 3  Pairwise divergence (FST) between species (M. arvensis, M. guttatus, M. tilingii, M. laciniatus, 
and M. nasutus) for the DIV1 inverted region and noninverted region. Significance assessed with 1,000 
permutations and Bonferonni-adjusted * p ≤ 0.01, ** p ≤ 0.001 

 

DIV1 inversion 

       M. arvensis      M. guttatus     M. laciniatus     M. nasutus 

 

M. guttatus  0.233** 

M. laciniatus   0.378** 0.178** 

M. nasutus  0.504** 0.202** 0.334**  

M. tilingii  0.454** 0.116** 0.293** 0.328** 

 

Noninversion 

       M. arvensis      M. guttatus     M. laciniatus     M. nasutus 

 

M. guttatus  0.190** 

M. laciniatus   0.348** 0.135** 

M. nasutus  0.430** 0.191** 0.356**  

M. tilingii  0.307*  0.118** 0.278** 0.287** 
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Table 4  Loadings of environmental and phenotypic traits on the first three principal components for all 
M. guttatus complex accessions. Prec. = precipitation; temp. = temperature.

     Environmental variables     
 Phenotypic variables 

    PC1  PC2  PC3    

 PC1  PC2  PC3 

 

% variation              46.4   34.1    8.9    
 52.1  20.0  12.5 

  

Annual mean temp.   0.261  0.219   0.185  Leaf length            -
0.356   0.413            -0.304  
Mean diurnal temp. range  0.236            -0.222   0.013  Leaf width            -
0.286   0.542            -0.300 
Isothermality     0.200  0.173  -0.450  Flower length            -
0.389  -0.065             0.551 
Temp. seasonality   0.013            -0.344   0.339  Flower width            -
0.405  -0.074             0.496 
Max temp. warmest month  0.293            -0.040   0.354  Internode distance      -
0.025              0.589  0.394 
Min temp. coldest month    0.150  0.339   0.075  Height             -
0.363             -0.245            -0.188 
Temp. annual range   0.109            -0.336   0.226  No. leaves at flower   -
0.400             -0.329            -0.193 
Mean temp. wettest quart.   0.181  0.162   0.021  Diameter btw. leaves -
0.427  -0.093            -0.200 
Mean temp. driest quart.   0.268  0.132   0.350 
Mean temp. warmest quart.   0.286  0.073   0.368 
Mean temp. coldest quart.   0.207  0.301   0.034 
Annual prec.   -0.233  0.253   0.168 
Prec. wettest month  -0.181  0.297   0.120 
Prec. driest month  -0.306            -0.001   0.189  
Prec. seasonality   0.212  0.244  -0.114 
Prec. wettest quarter  -0.189  0.290   0.133 
Prec. driest quarter  -0.314  0.029   0.205 
Prec. warmest quarter  -0.307  0.025   0.202 
Prec. coldest quarter  -0.177  0.296   0.116 
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Table 5  Results of partial redundancy analysis (in which the effects of latitude and longitude are held 
constant) testing for associations between climate variables and variation in the inversion and non-
inversion markers within M. guttatus. All terms remain significant when annual/perennial status is held 
constant. Significance assessed with a minimum of 1,000 permutations:  *p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 
0.001. Temp. = temperature 

 

    % variance            P                % 
variance        P 

 

Inversion        Noninversion 

Annual/Perennial        22.04          0.001***  Annual/Perennial              
13.70  0.001* 

Elevation          8.81         0.064  Elevation                 
5.53  0.937 

Isothermality           7.74                  0.190   Mean temp. coldest quarter     
10.19  0.040* 

Mean temp. driest quarter        9.52          0.028*  Min temp. coldest month         
10.43  0.032* 

Precipitation driest quarter        10.21         0.018*   Mean temp. driest quarter          
7.54  0.440 

Precipitation wettest month         9.73         0.022*    Temp. seasonality                      
7.94  0.347 
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Figure legends 

 

Figure 1 Clustering analysis of population genetic differentiation across the M. guttatus complex for 8 

microsatellite markers distributed throughout the genome. All analyses done with N=120 accessions with 

10 runs each. Results of multiple runs combined with CLUMMP (Jakobsson & Rosenberg 2007) and 

visualized with DISTRUCT (Rosenberg 2004).   

 

Figure 2 Clustering analysis of population genetic differentiation across the M. guttatus complex for 8 

microsatellite markers located within or proximate to the DIV1 inversion. 

 

Figure 3 A. Plot of the first two principal components in an analysis of WorldClim variables obtained for 

120 accessions within the M. guttatus complex. B. Plot of the first two principal components in an 

analysis of morphological variables collected from a common garden experiment under 16-hour days for 

120 accessions of the M. guttatus complex. 

 

Figure 4 Heat maps of Bioclim variables with STRUCTURE-derived clusters superimposed for 82 M. 

guttatus accessions (one Alaska accession is excluded) for the noninverison (A,B) and inversion (C,D,E) 

markers. A. Heat map of mean temperatures (ºC) of the coldest quarter of the year with noninversion 

marker clusters at K=8.  B. Heat map of minimum temperatures (ºC) of the coldest month of the year with 

noninversion marker clusters at K=8. C. Heat map of precipitation levels (mm) of the driest quarter of the 

year with inversion marker clusters at K=7. D. Heat map of precipitation levels (mm) of the wettest month 

of the year with inversion marker clusters at K=7. E. Heat map of mean temperatures (ºC) of the driest 

quarter of the year with inversion marker clusters at K=7.  
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